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MOUNTAIN VALLEY

YOUNG FARMERS

CHOC-O-TRACK
Kiddies Pump Track 

A Kiddies Pump Track With 

Some Rollers And Berms, 

Fun For All Ages. 

Distance 100 Meters

Rating: Easy

A short , fun trail that will give 

you a great taste of this amazing 

venue , some great views with 

not much effort. 

Distance 2.5 km

Rating: Easy

This trail has a bit of everything 

from forests , olive orchards and 

a great tour of  Spice Route 

Destination . there is a few short 

descents and climbs 

Distance 5 km

Rating: Easy - Intermediate

OLIVE & OAK’S

BACK’S FARM

DIE VLAKTES
The perfect trail for a great day out. Adventure 

is what you will get over the 20km trail. 

Everything from single track, Jeep Track, 

Climbs and sublime descents this route has it 

all, take time to enjoy the variety of features 

and differenct activites that the farm will 

showcase on this route  

Distance 20 km

Rating: Intermediate with some Technical

The showcase trail at Spice Route destination. 

If you are looking for a all out adventure this 

is the trail for you . Packed with Features and 

Adventure this trail has it all .make sure you 

are stocked up on Fluid. 

Distance 35 km

Rating: Intermediate with Technical

This trail traverses and number of great 

features that make up the Spice Route 

Destination , you will experience some fun 

single track and also cycle through the Calvert 

and through some of the Farm Lands on the 

far side of the property 

Distance 10 km

Rating: Intermediate

BLACK ROUTE BLACK ROUTE BLACK ROUTE 

Rating: DIFFICULTDIFFICULT 

The showcase trail at Spice Route destination. 

If you are looking for a all out adventure this 

is the trail for you . Packed with Features and 

Adventure this trail has it all .make sure you 

are stocked up on Fluid. 

Distance 

Rating: DIFFICULT 
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